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In the early 1960’s, an American student named Mario Savio exhorted his fellow 
classmates: "There is a time when the operation of the machine becomes so 
odious…you've got to put your bodies upon the gears [and] indicate to the people who 
run it…that unless you're free, the machine will be prevented from working at all!" 
 
He was speaking about his university’s rules restricting free speech. But he could just as 
easily have been talking about Occupy Wall Street, a nationwide movement that started 
in September to protest growing levels of financial inequality in the United States.  
 
“The capitalist financial system in American is broken,” says Katie Fuller, one of the 
hundreds (and at times, thousands) who have camped out and marched in New York. 
They call themselves “the 99%” and are protesting their perceived exploitation by the 
richest 1%. “The gap between the rich and the poor continues to widen,” she said. “[This] 
is a way to make this outrage heard.”   
 
Other protestors interviewed across the U.S. voiced similar frustrations. “I feel our 
democratic system is not working anymore,” says Jason Kroening-Roche, part of Occupy 
Boston (and a recent language student in Xela). “Our votes aren’t equal anymore.” 
 
The gap between the rich and poor is certainly growing. The top 1% of Americans 
control almost a quarter of the nation’s wealth, a level of inequality that exceeds the 
wealth gap in Egypt – a country that recently overthrew its longtime leader for that and 
other reasons. It’s no coincidence that the original call to protest in New York cited Egypt 
as a major inspiration.  
 
Yet up to this point, Occupy Wall Street has avoided the violence that plagued Egypt’s 
uprising. It’s hard to say if it will stay that way. The growing anger against the rich 
echoes similar language against industrial capitalism heard in the build-up to the 
American Civil War. One Southern slave-owner accused capitalists in 1857 of being 
“slave-masters” themselves, since they exploited “the weak, ignorant, and poor” as 
disposable laborers in their factories.   
 
Similar criticisms could be leveled against certain landowners here in Guatemala. No 
stranger to civil war, Guatemala has seen its own protests over inequality turn violent. 
Government troops opened fire on protesting teachers in 1944. Campesinos occupying 
the Spanish Embassy were burned alive in 1980. A Catholic bishop was bludgeoned to 
death in 1998 for overseeing a human rights report.  
 
Yet inequality remains.  
 



This is partially because Guatemala has been unable to find a single leader to rally 
around, or one movement to identify with. The Nobel-laureate Rigoberta Menchú, the 
closest thing Guatemala has to an internationally recognized stateswoman, hasn’t broken 
the single-digits in her last two presidential runs. Guatemala remains deeply divided 
along economic and racial lines with no unifying leader in site.    
 
Occupy Wall Street has the opportunity to be a leader in the U.S. But to be successful, it 
will need to translate its anger into demands – unifying demands that truly support the 
99% of the country it claims solidarity with. But if nothing else, they have at least moved 
inequality to the center of America’s consciousness.  
 
The historian Howard Zinn (who has been writing about the 99% for decades) ended his 
book, A People’s History of the United States with an anecdote about President George 
H.W. Bush charging $400,000 for tickets to a private presidential dinner. When asked by 
reporters how people without that kind of money would have their voices heard, an aid 
responded “they have to demand access in other ways.” 
 
And they have.  
 
 
 


